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·Arizona Beats· H-S Rodeo Tearn leaves
DAILY LOBO SPORTS.
Brooks Currey, Associate
McKee, Editor
To Take BC Crown For Sui Ross Today
Don

Poll Says • ••

Bradley U·Nation's Top. Coge Team
The nation's top basketball
team of 1950 was' Bradley University, accor.ding to an Associated Press national poll of sports
writers.
.
The Braves. from Peo:rta, Ilt
ended their regular season with
27 wins and 3 losses. They have
a chance to prove the sports
writers good pickers this weekend
when they compete. with other
outstanding teams in the country
in the Nationalinvitation Tournament in New York.
Incidently, court champ Brad-

ley is on the 1950 Lobo football
schedule.
•
Rounding out the wire service's
selection of the top ten teams in
the nation in order listed, are:
Ohio State, Kentucky, Holy Cross,
North Carolina State, Duquesne,
UCLA, Western Kentucky, St.
John's, La Salle.
Border Conference champion
Arizona Wildcats were selected
fifteenth best team in the country.
Arizona meets La Salle Saturday
in New York in the opening round
of the NIT.

Calendar
of Spring Sports
'

Arizona took their fifth straight
Border Conference title yesterday
· by dowJJ.ing Hardin-Simmons.
It was the. 65th, game won on
the Arizona court and the 24th in
a row. Leon Blevins was high
point man for the Wildcats, dropping in 14 markers.
On the heels of the circuit
championship, the Tucson team
accepted an invitation to play in
the National Invitation tournament in New York, The Madison
Square Garden show will pit some
of the finest teams in the country
against one another.
While Arizona slid into the first
spot bracket, the Lobes were left
standing hip deep in the final listings. WinJJ.ing but four of. th~ir
games in the sagebrush Circutt,
the Clements crew nosed out Flagstaff and wound up one step from
the bottom.

Four members of the Lobo rodeo team will leave this morning
for Sul Ross College at Alpine,
Tex., to compete in a national intercollegiate rodeo. Makillg the
trip are Tuffy Cooper, Jack Car.
gill, Dick Thompson aJJ.d Don
Pomeroy.
The Sul Ross show will be the
last competition fo1· the Lobo
bronc peelers before the¥ eJJ.ter a
six-man team in the nat10nal college finals at the Cow Palace in
San Francisco April 1-3. John
Daniel!> and Bill Dismuke will
join the team for the 'Frisctt gorounds.
.
AU arrangements for the Ftrst
Annual New Mexico Rodeo, to be
held May 11-13 at the State Fair
Grounds, have been completed.
Bids for stock contracts have been
mailed out this week by Daniels
and Thompson, rodeo ·chairmen
of the Boots and Saddles Club.
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Entries for the intramural
swimming meet are due in the office of John Dolzadelli.

DAILY
Vol. LII

Try Our
Delicious
29c Breakfast

LOBO
DRIVE -IN CAFE
2900 E. Central

and the Beast ...

The UNM Lobo debaters will
meet a picked West Point squad
in Ad. 253 Saturday night at 7,
Dr. Wayne C. Eubank, speech
head. at the University, has announced.
Dr. Eubank made the announcement after receiving a telegram from the West Point debate
coach, Col. Chester L. Johnson,
'Who stated that his debaters would
like to make a stop in Albuquerque while on their way for contests on the west coast.
Dr. Eubank stated that he
would muster his best debaters
for this important meet recognizing the reputation the West Pointers enjoy in the forensic field.
He said that West Point had been
the home of the country's bestknown national invitational debate tourney since 1947 with crack
teams chosen from various districts to compete for honors.
With one team away for a Kentucky engagement, Eubank named
his squad for the West Point encounter to include: Alvin Warren,
Florenceruth Jones, and Bob
Stephenson.
The Saturday night contest is
open to the public without charge.

Students who still haven's had
their pictures tal{en for second
semester activity tickets were
warned today that Tuesday will
be the last opportunity to have
this taken care of.
·
Associated Students secretary
Joan Taul said that pictures will
be taken in the Student Council
office in. the SUB from 9 a.m.
to 3 p. m. March 14.
Another reminder was given
the handful of s.tudents who
haven't yet picked up their
validated semester two tickets.
These may be obtained in the Associated Student office anytime.

Denver Firm Gets
U Golf Bond Bid
Bettcher and Co. Of Denver
we1·e low bidders on $170,000.
worth of revenue bonds to be issued for the construction of a new
north ''nine" on the UNM golf
course. it was announced after a
meeting of the University Tegents
Tuesday.
Out of eight companies bidding, the Denver firm offered the
lowest average interest 1·ate of
2.0 percent. This was a new low
in inte1·est on University bonds,
Pres. Tom L. Popejoy reported.

Flunked The Finger Nail Test

The Student Senate will hear
a report from Student Body President Bill Fields on a proposed
municipal ordinance on racial discrimination at the regular Fri~
day session of the student 'legislature.
Fields and the Student Council
have been working on the ordinance in con,iunction with the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People and other
interested organizations for the
past two weeks.
When the Council finishes its
research on the prospective law
it will be drafted by a legal authority and presented to candidates for the City Commission for
their public approval or rejection,
according to Senate President
Bob Cox.
"This seems to be the only fair
way to attack the problem when
it is wide-spread as it appears
to be in this community," Cox
said.

Pretty Pat Freeman and "El Rey" pose in New Mexico
sunshine as the riding season begins. Pat is an A&S freshman in the college of fine arts at UNM. El Rey, a "quartermiler," is owned by C. W. King, who lives in West Albuquerque. (Bardin photo)

Alum Magazine ·Features
·Story of First: U Gradt:~t:e
Featuring tl1e story of the first
person to obtain a degree from the
University, Match issue of the
"Alumnus", publication of the
University Alumni Association,
came off the press yesterday.
Thomas, Sidney Bell, 'o5 the
University's first graduate, also
the Unive1;sity's iirst Rhodes
scholar. Now retired in Pasadena,
he has been a successful lawyer,
teacher and lumberman. Called
"The first to go Forth," the Bell
article is the March cover feature.
Also featured in this month's
magazine is "Before The Crowd
Roars," a backstage look at the
department of intercollegiate athletics and physical education. The
story tells the history of athletics
on the campus, takes a loolt at
present imnrovements and at
plans for the future.
·
There is also a piece conce1·ning
the University's new coaching
staff, a section devoted to ''Campus," faculty news, and over 100
items concerning University alumni.
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Alaskan Traveler
To Speak At USCF
Meeting Tonight
Religion and psychiatry will be
the main topic of discussion following a buffet supper at the
regular meeting of the USCF tonight in the SUB basement lounge
at five-thirty. The Rev. N. H.
Champlin, of W:estminster church,
recently retUI·ned from Alaska,
will speak on the significance of
religious literature in our time.
Rev. Henry Hayden, Minister
to Protestant students, will review the "Mature Mind." Other
books to be discussed include,
"The S~ven Story Mountain,"
"Peace of Mind," "Crisis in Education," and "Peace. of Soul."
Registration of those interested
in summer jobs with the National
Student YMCA-YWCA will be
conducted 'following the meeting.

No. 40

Student Prexy .Battle
Begins to Take Shape
Senate Hears City
Discrimination Law

Proposed Sig. House

head because your hair looks soft·boiled, here's eggs-actly
what do. Get busy with popular Wildroot Cre~m-Oil hair
tonic. It grooms your. hair m;atly and naturally w•.thout that
gooey look. Relieves annoying dryness and remo.ves loose, ugly
dandruff. Help& you pass the Fingernail Test! W•ldroot Cream•
Oills non-alcoholic ••• contains soothing Lanolin, ~et. a tube ,
or bottle of Wildroot Cream-Oil at any drug or totlet g.oods
counter today. Always BJk your barber for a profess1onal
. t'on (Better be hBI'd-bciled with your roommateappIaca • •
'
0'1 fhi
keep egging hint to get some W1ldroot Cream- 1 o s own,
It'a tops for keeping your sunny side up!)
tJ/ fJ27 BunYJiips Drivt, Snyd;r, N. y,.
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lobo Forensic Tearn .Beauty
To Meet West Point".
Debaters Saturday

Activity Tix Pix
Deadline Is Set

J. Paul Sheedy* Switched lo" Wildroot Cream-Oll
D~
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MARCH
.
.
9-11 RODEO NIRA show, at Sui Ross, Alpme, Tex.
17
GOLF New Mexico A & Mat Las Cruces, N. M.
TENNIS, New Mexico A & M at Las Cruces
(tentative)
18
TENNIS Texas Western at El Paso (tentative)
GOLF T~xas Western at El Paso (tentative)
20
Spring footall practice begins
24
BASEBALL-St. Michael's College at Albuquerque
25
BASEBALL-St. Michael's College at Albuquerque
TENNIS-Tempe at Albuquerque (tentative)
TRACK-Tempe at Albuquerque
-N. M. A & M (tentative)
GOLF-Tempe at Albuquerque
31
BASEBALL-Wyoming at Albuquerque
TENNIS-Wyoming at Albuquerque
APRIL
.
1
BASEBALL-Wyoming at Albuquerque
GOLF-N. M. M. I. at Albuquerque
TENNIS-Wyoming at Albuquerque
BASEBALL-Arizona U at Tucson
3
BASEBALL-Arizona U at Tucson
4
5
BASEBALL-Arizona State Tempe at Tempe
6
BASEBALL-Arizona State Tempe at Tempe
8 .
TENNIS-Texas Tech at Albuquerque
TRACK-Texas Tech at Albuquerque
9
GOLF-Texas Tech at Albuquerque
13, 14,
15 RODEO, NIRA show at Baylor, Waco, Tex.
BASEBALL-Arizona St. Tempe at Albuquerque
14
GOLF-Arizona U at Albuquerque
15 ·
GOLF-Arizona U at Albuquerque
BASEBALL-Arizona St. Tempe at Albuquerque
TRACK-Arizona U at Albuquerque
TENNIS-Arizona U at Albuquerque
21
TENNIS-N. M. A. & M. at Albuquerque
TRACK-N. M. M. I~ (tentative-site undecided)
GOLF-N. M.A. & M. at Albuquerque
.•
22
GOLF-Tex. Western at Albuquerque (tentative)
TENNIS-Ariz. St. Tempe at Albuq. (tentative)

Because

... ·.-.

Sum Peepul Kant
Spel Wurth A Dam

The air over the campus political scene began to clear yesterday ai ternoon as two rumored
contenders for the student body
presidency confh·med reports that
they would accept the nomination
of their respective parties if it
were offered.
Fenton Kelly, student body·,entertainment chairman and longtime member of the United Student Party, told the Lobo, "I'll
run if I'm nominated by the right
party." Kelly is !mown to be
among those being sr.reened for
'the nomination by USP leaders.
Bob Langford of Kappa Alpha
put himself in the race tentatively
with the statement that he has
been "approached by a number
of organizations and if I feel that
enough students~ want me to run
by the time or the election I
will be more than happy to."
Langford is a member of the Campus Party and has been a candidate on its ticket in previous
elections.
· Student Senate President Bob
Cox, who has long been considered
the. logical USP choice, fooled the
prognosticators late yesterday by
announcing, "I'm not a candidate
for any office at the moment.
Asl{ me again in a few years."
Rudy Sullivan, a member of the
Campus Party, said, "I'd rather
not make any statement at this
time."
Jack Gibson and Bill Speer,
both of the CP, were found yesterday to be lacldng in qualifications for the coveted nomination.
Both have been mentioned for
party selection.
Rumors of splinter third and
possibly fourth parties were prevalent in the SUB yesterday but
none could be substantiated.

Information contained on the
}:lersonnel cards which all students
fill out on registration day shows
that a certain gal is "Junior class
treasure." A guy gave as his cam·
pus activity, "Lambda Chi Alpha
tteasure." Another one said he
W"~S a member of "Kappa Alpha
Maternity.''
v'eterans seemed to have a lot
of trouble with their spelling,
also. Here are examples listed
on th<> l'ards as wartime places
of service:
lYlecncerainian, Peci:fic, Treasor
Island, Cherie (Koreaj, San Deigo, Philliuueans, Philipines, Phil·
The Albuquerque Civic Symlipemes, Phillippeans, Philippeans phony will present the world preCarribean, Carribbean, and Aus- miere of Ernest Krenek's Fifth
tralia!."
Symphony March 16 at 8 :15 p. m.
Other places of service were; Krenek has been a visiting prohell, the earth, Market Street in fessor at the University for sumFrisco, crazy people?, wild blue mer sessions since 1947. The work
yonder, take your choice, Siberia, was completed here last summer.
You name it I was there, Bunker
This premiere performance
Hill, ha second class, scattered, marks the second time that the
around, everywhere (almost), Civic Symphony has presented
considerable, here and there, all the world p1·emiere of a work by
over the world, Rio Grande River a major modern composer. The
and Yangtze, voluntary amnesia, other was the presentation last
far away places, Doo Wah Ditty, fall of Arnold Scoenburg's "Surand Honolulu T.H. the one place vivor From Warsaw" also under
where I should be to kill this the direction of Kurt Fredrick,
hangover."
conductor of the orchestra.
Also on the program will be
Morton
a member of
Tribal Dance Program the musicSchoenfeld,
faculty of the UniversiAthletic Indian dances of vari- ty and an outstanding pianist.
ous New Mexico tribes will be He will perform Liszt's "Piano
presented by the Indian Club at Concerto in Eb Major 11 which has
the Indian school auditorium been called "a dazzling display
piece for piano with orchestral
tomorrow at 8 p.m.
background.''
Other works which the orchestra will present will be Smetana's
"The Moldau", the second in a
series of six symphonic poems
called "Ma Vlast" (My Fatherland) . "The Moldau" is the most
popular of the series and depicts
the river Moldau as it flows
through the composer's native
Bohemia.
Wagner's "Rienzi Overture "
featuring the brass sections ~f
the orc,hestra, is also slated for
performance. Admission is by
season and single admission tickets which are obtainable at Sasser's across from the campus or
at the music building.

Civic Group Stages
Krenek's Symphony

Saturday Student
Dance Cancelled
Yes, C~meliJ are·SO MILD tltatin a coast·
to-Coast test of hundreds of men and women
who smoked Camels - and only Camels for 30 consecutive days, noted throat special·
ists, making w~ekly exainirtations, reported

NOT tiNE SIN6L.B CASE OP
IBBlTATION due to amoklng CAMELSt.
.,

, Construction on the above 40-man home :for the Sigma
Chi fraternity is e~pected to begin this month. The new
house will be built at the comer of Yale and Si&ma Chi Ud.

;'

and will feature both a large living· room and dining room
with a recreatiol! room in the basement. Sigs hope to move
into the new building next September. (Courtesy Albuquerque Journal).

Student entertainment chair-.
man Fenton Kelley- nnnounccd today that there would be no student body dance this weekend as
previously scheduled.
.
Kelley said the dance was called
off in an economy move to save
money fot' Fiesta.
n
Cancellation of the student body
<lance lE-ft the campus without any

.l
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Night Editor this issue
Wright Van Deusen
· All. editorials, unless otherwise signed, are by the editor. The Daily
Lobo do11s not assume that opinions expreBBed in columns and editorials
are those of the majority of the student body. Contributions to the
Letterip column must be accompanied by name and address as evidence
of good faith, and may be cut if ea:ceeding 850 words.

SUPPORTING CANDIDATES
Several candidates have already thrown their hats in the
ring and the 1950 political derby is off to a rousing start. Although elections for student body president and council seats
won't be held until late April or early May, there are indications even at this early date that the coming struggle may be
one of the most spirited in history.
Both major parties seem to be confident that it is their
turn to sew up student government, although under the present Hare system of elections, clear majorities are almost
impossible.
. To add to the :fun, rumor has it that one or two new political organizations may ~nter the annual derby. Furthermore, we have heard unsubstantiated reports that factions
in both parties aren't completely satisfied with party policies
and there may be some intra-party fireworks before the big
show starts.
·
It may be very difficult f,or the average voter to know who
or what he is voting for when the big day arrives. Therefore,
The Daily Lobo is seriously considering .breaking long precedent, and may support outstanding candidates of any party
in the coming melee.
Let's not kid ourselves: student government gives us
dances, athletic events, and the rest of the events that make
campus life just that much more interesting.
So we're vitally concerned that the best people get elected.
We'd like to hear student sentiment on the idea of supporting the best candidates. We would remain independent, but
that independence doesn't necessarily make neutrality a
must. We have our finger on the political pulses, and it seems
rather ridiculous for us to sit back and not support an outstanding person.
. .
Both parties generally put up about the same number of
capable candidates, so we would certainly cross party lines.
What do you think?
During the season's first dust storm a new student said
he wasn't sure how he was going to like Albuquerque but he
thought he might be carried away with it.

* * *
Amazing how easily a . thirst for knowledge can be
quenched by fl. cold bottle of beer.

• * •
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New Mexico Lobo Society ·
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Voice of the Students

Fourth Street, mucl) less let a acting and production were great,
group of their own out on the but they had such lousy material
Dear Editor:
loose to be corrupted by any im- to work with in the fumbling and
Well, gentlemen, when last Fri- perialistic American Catholic- laughable efforts of the playday came around I. grabbed a . Zionist - Trotskyite ·blackguards", . w1ight that one could hardly ex:smoking hot copy of the Lobo off In addition to that; the recent case pect more. A:;; Ecclesiastes so
the SUB floor,- tucked it under my of Mr. Voegeler in Hungary (Hit- cogently put it, "There is a time
good right arm and dashed home ler's good right hand in Middle for keeping and a time for casting
with it. Kicking my wife a11d con- Europe during the . late un- away"; when you're doing your
cubines out of the way with a pleasantness) is enough to .make spring cleaning, how about giving
muttered imprecation, I sank into eve.n me a bit leary of going on a . the jolly old heave to whomever·
my overstuffed footstool (I'm not goodwill tour through the Land was responsible for that little
what you'd call a tall man) and of the Free (Mark '50), and I'm gem,
feverishly opened to the second known am o n g my cowardly
Secretary,
page, Obviously I was both ex- friends as a man of almost inOld Friends of The English
cited and anticipant of something credible personal bravery.
. .
Lanll,'uag-e
richer than the sterile literary
c,Finally, Old Man, (I can't think
U.
of N. M.
fare provided by Spicy Love Con- of anyone of such total political
(Name
Witheld by Request)
fessions, my usual reading mat- stodginess of a young man), if
ter, nor was I in the least disap- you're going on with you1• efforts,
Don't Forget
pointed. As the hair on the back kindly have the goodness to leave
of my pale aristocratic neck rose the details of your personal life . Dear Editor,
and my eyelids began to t\vitch and credo and dealings with Wall
In one of the last issues of the
uncontrollably I was forced to Street out of your future columns. Lobo before it became a daily
shake my head with a rueful
Back to the Edito1·s again, Jet's paper there was an editorial about
grimace of admiration for Dat keep the record straight on all stqdents being forced to eat meals
Ole Debbil L. B. Wallerstein, who sides. Nothing L. B. Wallerstein in the University dining hall.
had gone and done it again.
ever wrote for the Lobo was one
I hope the Lobo does not let
As a letter in last week's Lobo fraction as bad as the charming this matter drop until the adminpointed out, in numbers more editorial review.of the University istration improves conditions to
stately than mine, the real trouble production of TWelfth Night the point where students are no
with L. B. Wallerstein (aside which- appeared in the Lobo · in longer forced to pay for meals not
:from the fact that .he can't write December. As I remember it, the eaten.
for sour owl-droppings) is that gi~t of the thing was that the
MARY EMILY GRAY
his subject matter is generally of
an interest roughly comparable
to the semi-annual report of the
American Sulfur Company., What
they neglected to point out was
by Brooks Currey,
that on those rare occasions when
L. B. Wallerstein does hit reasonably close to the mark, he laclts
the self control to leave wellenough alone and terminates by
Just 1·eceived notice of a new line dickey with obscene words
obfuscating whatever the issue is play that is going to have its pre- written on it, a pair of tennis
to which he is devoting his poshoes, and .a beret. Racy Putts
lemic attentions. As indicated mier in a day or two. The name putts around in jump boots and
above, his most recent (Friday) of this spicy bit of acting escapes a corsage of bloody bandages.
column was a telling blow. The me for the moment, but then that Roger is nattily attired in shoulPollyanna policy of buddying up is not too important anyway,
der boards, skivies, and leggins.
to our former enemies is a tragic
Gook Gook, the ignorant native
Its
setting
is
a
small
island
in
and undignified piece of bufoonleader, wears a white shirt, red
ery, and of that there is and can the Pacific and the time is that tie, blue cardigan, and sky blue
be little doubt to any observant thing we all hate, war. The name slacks.
person, Field Marshal Lord Wav- of this little atoll in the blue sea
The plot of the play is quite
ell, on November 14th of last year is Belly High. This is only natural original.
Racy is stationed on the
made a statement at a press conisland
and
nurses the entire isas
there
were
a
large
quantity
of
ference in Ottawa in which he
land,
which
is no mean trick.
said that " •.. the Germans are Naval Forces stationed there. Roger is brought
High
the most dangerous people in Belly High is a rich little island after a great battletoat Belly
sea,
sufferEurope." .•• and don't look for
from the dread tropical dihidden meanings; he meant what of tangled vines, scorpions, lice, ing
sease,
fungus empirus. Sam has
mosquitos,
and
service
folk.
he said. Wavell, we assume, knows
been
casting
eyes at Racy and she
Characters in this epic are has cast them
whereof he spe.J!:ks. Wallerstein,
back. Before long
we assume on ftle basis of past unique in the fact that they speak they meet during
a fast game of
evidence, does not, but has this only Sanskrit. There is Sam catch and Sam falls
in love with
time been lucky enough in castRacy.
Roger
changes
all
this when
Stromboli,
a
French
plantation
ing about him to get at least om•
Racy
gives
him
the
eye
the
ball over the plate. Had he but owner that has built up his Seru- first day he is in the verygrind
firm
left it at that, his colvmn would tan empire singlehanded, Racy firmary. Sam drowns himself inin
simply have been dull,-as it was Putt, girl nurse · that is sending Serutan and goes berserk; which
he wondered why we don't send home a suspicious number of in
means barefooted, to
students to England and vice- money orders, Roger Wilco, boy theSanskrit
infirmary
with intent to play
Commander,
with
a
penchant
for
versa as a gesture of good will
Sam, Hell
hell.
Little
known
toward our former allies. What assaulting NROTC cadets, and was pronounced fit to
for
duty and
Gook
Gook,
a
gook
leader
that
the hell does he think those thousBursting
into
the
reass1gned.
ands of young Americans who go subscribes to Pravda. Other mem- room, Sam finds Racy and Roger
bers
of
the
cast
include
Martha
over there every year are,-claim
in a heated embrace. The two
adjusters? If more British stu- Morbid, a morbid nurse, and a lovers
part and Racy gets behind
dents don't come over here it is Colonel Wung that nobody seems
who in turn gets behind
because their government doesn't to know much about. Wung Roger
Sam.
At
moment Gook Gook
want them spending the dollars wungs awound shouting "Banzai" dashes inthis
beating
a drum and
throughout
the
play
until
he
is
that are neeoded for more imporRacy,
Roger,
and
Sam churn
tant things in their own country. shot down by a frustrated T-5.
in
conga time.
around
the
island
And as for student interchange
The pamphlet goes on to deNow that the Serutan has worn
with the Soviet Union,-why scribe the colorful costumes worn
bless your heart, L. B, those good by the actors and boasts that they off, Sam realizes what a fool he
old Allies of our'n wouldn't let were designed by Omar the Tent- made of himself and hurries back
an American student inside their maker. Stromboli, the French to his plantation. Racy and Roger
borders for all the tea on South plantation owner wears a irino- bring in some wood and go back
into their heated embrace overlooking the bay.
Gook Gook, finding his union
By AL CAPP
card is void, destroys his drum,
and is branded by Petrillo who
THEIR ElCPRESSJONS CAiiT
was slyly waiting in the wings of
BE CHANGED.':"' KNEECAPS
the theater.
ARE. AS HONESr AS THE: DAY
IS l.ONGJ'..'-ICNECCAPS YOU
Martha Morbid, the morbid
CAN TRUST.'.'
nurse was sick the day of opening
night and could not attend. It was
found that the production was
better without her presence.

More Anti·L. B.
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ELAINE JACKSON, Editor

Split Personality Depf".

••••

Dorm 0 Devises Date Dealings
By Eri.ka Deutsch
hole, though, involved an ethical
A crusade for the prevention question. Suppose a girl takes an
of· schizophrenia (split person- 11 :30' Thursday night and due to
ality) has taken a definite step her date's retarded watch comes
in late and gets campused. Having
toward progress this week.
Prior to· yesterday night if a a date with another man for this
she would have to punish
resident of Dor·m D a~;cumulated weekend
him
with
a short notice for an- .
15 demerits she was required to
man's folly.
take her campus either on Friday ·other
the above mentionor Saturday of that same week, -ed Considering
grievances, the Dorm D House
Problems of psychological, eco- council ammended the rule to the
nomic and ethical nature arose effect that campuses accumulated
f1·om this rule.
after Wednesday night could be
Suppose that a woman accumu- taken on Friday or Saturday .of
lated 15 demerits toward the end the following week.
of the week, and that she already
had dates with two different men
on Friday and Saturday. With
whom would she break her date?
John Doe, the fair one who was
going to take her to a formal,
or Jack Dox, the dark one who
asked her to an informal party?
Angna Enters, who has toured
From an economic point of
the
world as dancer, painter, moview, the situation was quite precarious. To get in touch with a tion picture scenarist, playwright
man to tell him that she had been and author, will be the next feature for the University Program
campused and therefore must -Series.
confine herself to the luxury of
She will be presented in the
her own room, wasn't always an
ballroom at 8:15 March
easy thing to do. Telephone calls student
21,
it
was
announced today.
cost money-especially when one
Her "Theater of Angna Enters"
tries to find "Wanderlust" vicis a one-man show of pantomime
tims at home.
dance against a background
The rule's most serious loop· and
of music, a series of sketches each
a story in itself. Her program of
"mime" is an elaboration of pantomime, sometimes with and
sometimes without dance.
Critics have hailed ·her ability
to sit motionless in a chair and
convey characterizations by movement of her hands and expressions
on
her face. The characters she
Dollie Miller and Sonia Isaacson were delegates to the Spur portrays are from all walks of
regional convention held at Los life-a girl practicing her piano
lessons, a Spanish woman of the
Angeles February 23 and 24.
Spurs is the national sophomore 16th century, or some Hollywood
scene which she knows from first
women's honorary.
Miss Isaacson went to the con- hand knowledge through her
vention as vice-president of the movie work.
Her published writings include
campus Spur organization. Miss
four
books and a string of successMiller was elected to attend the
ful plays. As a painter she has· exconvention.
The convention, held on the hibited in 90 American and EuUCLA campus, began with a ban- ropean museums including two in
quet at which each chapter in this connectV>n with Guggenheim Feldistrict gave a skit. The district lowships awarded in 1934 and
Mayer
includes California, New Mexico 1935. The Metro Goldwyn
her
stories
studio
made
two
of
and Arizona.
into motion pictures, Lost Angel
Common problems of all Spur and
Tenth Avenue Angel.
chapters, relations with national,
Open to the public, admission
tapping procedures, officer and
students will be by activity
activity reports were discussed at to
ticket
and to others the price is
the business meeting.
$1.20.
The delegates were entertained
with breakfasts, a luncheon, and
tours of the UCLA campus.

UProgram Series
To Present Enters

Spur Delegates
Return from Meet

USCF Coke Session Set
The .regular Friday afternoon
"Coke" session session sponsored
by United Student Christian fellowship will commence at 4 o'clock
in the SUB chapel. Guest faculty
member to be put on the spot this
week will be Dr. Sherman Wengerd, Assistant Professor of
Geology,
Professors, lured in under the
guise of relaxing over a coffee
or coke, are prodded by surrounding students to reveal their ideas
on education, religion, social problems, and student-faculty relations. All students are welcome.

AdPi Open House
Entertains Phi Tau

Members of Phi Kappa Tau
fraternity were entertained by
Alpha Delta Pi last night from 7
to 8:30 at the AD Pi house.
Refreshments were served and
dancing and card games rounded
out the evening.

Clifford Curzon
The English pianist, Clifford
Curzon, will be· presented ou
March 14 at 8:15 p.m. in Carlisle gymnasium by the Community Concert Series.
This tour marks Curzon's second appearance in this country.
His first trip here was made in
1939 and again in 1947. On both
tours he received wide critical
acclaim as one of the leading pianists of his time.

Press Club Hears
Spanish Newsman
Professor Ramon Sender spoke
about his newspaper career in
Spain .at a Press Club meeting
held in the Journalism building
Tuesday night.
Sender, famed Spanish contemporary novelist and journalist,
said that the Spanish newspaper
had many of the good features
of the American newspaper, but
that it also had many admirable
features that the American did
not have. In technique, he says,
American journalists are without
equal, but in matters of philosophy, criticism, and literary material the Spanish journalists are
the better.
"All important persons in Spain
have been journalists, but got out
of it in time . • , before the career enslaved them," Sender said.
He discussed briefly the laws
of libel in the Spanish press, making comments that at present,
under Franco's reg-ime, the press
is not free in Spain.
Senora Sender aided her husband's speech by making some of
the Spanish phrases in English.
Sender's talk followed the regular business meeting of the
Press Club. Plans for the Newsprint Ball, to be held on April 14,
were discussed.

PLAY REVIEW
by Torn Sleeth
"Another I. an g u age," Rose
Franken's drama of domestic discord, opened last night in Rodey
Theatre for a ten-night run, Produced by the Department of Drama, the play was directed by Gene
Yell.
The play itself, having survived
endless seasons of summer stock
an innumerable radio condensations and thus proved its hardihood, is the sort that, conscious of
its perennial quality, seems to
look a reviewer square in the eye
and defy him to make any disparaging remarks about it, Aware of
this fact, then, I'll say only that
the basic situation in the playthe conflict between smug middle
class serenity and the "other language" of those with greater emotional depth - is dramatically
sound and is one to be found all
too frequently in today's society.
Mrs. Franken has handled her
theme with a solid sense of what
is sound drama.
This basic situation is set forth
in Act I when we meet the HalJam fa m i 1 y - the domineering
mother, the gossipy daughters-inJaw, and the back-slapping sons
all of whom represent the conventional attitudes of their type. We
meet too, Stella, the "arty"
daughter-in-law, whose sense of
the aesthetic confuses the rest of
the family and Jerry, the grandson, who speaks SteJla's language.
The first act gets off to a rather
slow start and is kept lively only
by the efforts of the three prattling daughters-in-law. Fortunately the three parts a1·e in good
hands. Elizabeth Ramsey, Nancy
Hadden, and Carol Hensley all of
whom play their parts to perfection. Miss Ramsey is especially
fine; her comic sense, enhanced by
a careful timing, gives her role
real vigor.
Equally fine is Jack Main as
Jerry, His performance is probably the most effective in the play,
and he succeeds beautifully in conveying the hesitation and doubt
of a man caught in the web of
family circumstances.
As Stella, Lois Reed handles her
role with increasing effectiveness
as the play progresses. In her
earlier scenes she fails to perceive the potential depth of her
role. Later she achieves a real
sense of fitting into the part.
As the sons, only Jack Boies
has a part into which he can really project himself and he does so
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Popejoy Praises SUB
Club At Dinner Meet
Student employees of the SUB
had their monthly meeting· Tuesday night in The Cactus Room,
located off the dining room.
Refreshments included an enchilada dinner prepared in Cooper's Mexican Kitchen. Guests were
President Popejoy and Dean Ma·
thany, sponsor of the SUB club.·
President Popejoy gave an in- '
formal talk. He recounted his
younger days at the university.
Recalling past events, he said that
working in a dining hall was a
"good deal" because one gets
hungry working around food.
He also complimented the handling of the SUB1 because of the
lack of "gripes' fr:om the students.
Employees held their own
~<gripe" session discussing . ways
to improve service. In addition,
grievances of the students · directed. at the SUB employees were
brought up.

Dames Club Offers
Square Dance Lessons
There will be square dancing
instruction tonight and the second
Thursday of every month for
members of the University of
New Mexico Dames Club.
excellently. Jay Cohen, as Stella's
husband, never quite materializes.
Benny Tarver and Bob Combs
complete the Hallum family and
look like all-too-real embodimeonts
of family convention. Sarah Huber andQC. A. Greene, as the par·
ents, further stress the coventionality of the family.
The settings, desit;ned by Anne
Kelsey and Ted Kehoe, deserve
especial praise, for they convey
superbly the different attitudes of
the two opposing groups.
For the drab Hallums, Miss
Kelsey and Kehoe have captured
in design and decoration the stuffy
sentiments of the family, while
for the studio setting of the modern Stella, the de~q.ratjon ifl. careful and ta,ste:lul as Stella herself.

Major and Minor
Club Meets Today
The Major and Minor Club of
the Women's physical education
department will meet this afternoon at 4 p.m. The meeting will
be in room 14 of the gym.

T A PIP!"
CAPTAIN SHOUTEJ)AND THE TEAM
GOT ON THE BEAMBUSTIN' OUT WITH
TASTY GOODNESS

University Program
TODAY: Na':Y Glee Club
mcetin, 1 p. m. m the Student
Union ,basement lounge; Interfratermty Council meeting, 4 p.
m, in the Student Union north
lounge; A.W.s. meeting, 5 p. m.
in room . 203, Administration
building; USCF meeting, 5:30 P•
m. in the Student Union basement lounge; Student Council
meeting, 7 p, m. in the Student
Council 1'oom; Kappa Phi meeting1 7:30 p, m. in the Student
Umon basement lounge; Tau Club
meeting 7:30 p. m. in the Student
Union north lounge.
TOMORROW: Jonson Gallery
showing work by Olavi Sihvonen,
3:30 to 5:30 p. m. at 1909 Las
Lomas until April 1; Student
Senate meeting, 4 p. m. in Science
Lecture hall; Christian Science
Organization Service, 5 ll• m. in
the Student Union Chapel room;
UNM Jazz Club meeting,· 8 p, ll'l•
in room 11, I.A.A. building.

English Pianist
Plays March 14

TOOTSIE ROLL'S
THEIR CANDY DREAM.!
In Ann Arbor, the Grand Rapids
Room on the campus is a favorite
student gathering spot. In the
Grand Rapids Room-Coca-Cola

BOWL REGULARLY

is the favorite drink. With the

25c J>Ell LINE
TILL 5 :30 J>. M.

Michigan, as with every crowd--.

'EXCEPT SATURDAYS,
SUNDAYS nnd ItO LID AYS

Free Bowling Shoes

SPORT BOWL
3005 E. Central Ave.

college crowd at the University of
Coke belongs.

DELICIOUS PIECES
AI oil contly

counter~

and college canteens

Ask for it either way • •• both
trade-marks mean the same thing.
BOTTLED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA·COLA COMPANY BY

COCA·COLA BOTTLING CO.

e 205 E. MARQUETTE AVE.
© 1949, The Coca·Cola Con'pany

•
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Padded Hips Dept . .

DAILY LOBO SPORTS

By Brooks Currev
The stadium looked much like a
fitting roo1n of a haberdashery
yesterday. Football filberts lined
up for their fittings ~:~nd were asSigned lockers for the coming
season,
Manager Jack Davis was besieged
with complaints of canvas
Coach Joe· Palaia will have a
lingerie that chafed, shoes that
tough time in selecting his tennis
nipped pink little toes, and deteam this year. Palaia oaid that
odorant that did not suit individuthere are ·so men on the present
al
personalities.
squad and team complements list
Yesterday's
session was devoted
only six positions.
to last year's varsity and tra?sAll men interested in intra- fers from jaycees. A:fter draw1.ng
Decisions concerning just who
will nab team positions will hinge mural skiing are requested to sign their equipment the lads tried
on this week's play, although con- . the entry blank on the intramural them on, checked the mirror and
ference play will not get underthen put them back in their lockbulletin board in the gym.
way until March 17.
er until next week,
The skiing meet will be 2 p.m.
Standouts listed by Coach PaMany of the squad have spent
laia include four returning letter- Sunday at La Madera. Leonard . the week wo1·ldng themselves into
men, five sophs, and a transfer Lapka and Dick Hartwick will be the peak of condition on the basstudent of last year.
ketball floor and on the track.
Harry . Montgomery and Dave in charge of the meet.
Coach "Dud" DeGroot is spendThe Giant Slalom will be the ing the remainder of the week in
Ong boast two letters, and Bob
Kayne and Phil Daly, with one only event in the meet. First place Tucumcari watching the high
each, are Lobo veterans of con- will be 10 points, second is six, school tournament. His staff is
ferent.le competition. Ong is exbusily getting settled and enrollpected to report for practice this third is four, fourth is two. The ing their offspring in school.
points won by any contestant can
week.
.
Soph Bruce Pieters has shown be added to his organization's toa fine game to date and has a tal points.
good chance of getting a team
No letterman will be permitted
berth. Other soph standouts are
t'o
enter the race. All men have to
George Mann, Bud Catron, Ignacio Tinoco, and Roger Humpherys. furnish their own equit>ment,
Entries for intramural wrestPalaia said most of the confer- transportation to La Madera and
ling will be due March 18 in the
ence schools have agreed to inintramural office of the gym. All
crease the size of the teams this their fees to ski.
men who are planning to enter
year from four to six men. Tie
wrestling should start working
matches will be eliminated by
out now to get in condition. The
scheduling six doubles and three Two Swim Meets Set:
wrestlers are requh·ed to have
double contests.
·
three weeks of conditioning before
· On March 17 the Lobos will Positions Still Open
meet the NuMex Aggies in Las
Swimming meets scheduled thus
Cruces and take on Texas Western the following day in El Paso. far by the Unive1·sity tankmen
A tentative date of March. 25 will include a home affair with New
pit the Hilltoppers against Tempe Mexico Military Institute, and a
here: If the date is moved up to conference meet at the University
April,' then the local racqueteers
Arizona.
may meet Wyoming on March 31, of Positions
on the squad have not
here on home grounds.
all been filled as yet, there is still
room for splinters and long distance men in all events.
Intra Entries Due
Swimmers who wish to tryout
All intramural managers are for the squad should report to
requested to have their entries for Coach Milton during the team's
track and skiing in the intramural practice hours from 8 to 11 a. m.
office by 5 p.m. Friday. The en- and 3 to 5 p.m. every day at the
try blanks for track are on the g y m . ' ' t h ' t
Entries m e m ramura1 mee t ,
intramural bulletin board in the
gytn. To enter skiing, the name of which will be a team event, mvst
the contestant and his organiza- be in the office of John Dolzadelli,
tion, if any, are to be placed on intramural director, by 4:30 p.m.
the list on the intramural board. Friday.

Palaia l-Ias Tough ·Time
Choosing Tennis Squad

Intra Skiers Sign
For Sunday Meet

Intra Wrestlers
Asked to Register

C. E.'s Take AII-U
Bowling Title
Civil Engineers won the AllUniversity championship in bowling last Saturday after a three
day playoff.-The playoff included
Sigma Chi, Kappa · Sigma and
Jerboans,
.
Sigma Chi placed second m the
championship playoff, with KaJ.?pa
Sigma and J erboans followmg
closely behind in that order. The
teams were scored by the regular
ABC standard rules. The points
were: Civil Engineers 8, Sigma
Chi 6, Kappa Sigma 5 and Jerboans 5. The Kappa Sigs and Jerboans tied for third place and
after a playoff Kappa Sigma won.
Norman Barnhart, Sigma Chi,
was the high man of the play~ffs
with a score of 228. The h1gh
game was bowled by the Civil Engineers with a 942.

Intra Fencing Starts
Intramural fencing began yesterday with 25 participating. The
competition will continue for two
weeks, Fencing Head Vic Layton
said. All interested are invited to
come to the handball courts in
the gym from 4 to 5 p. m.
their first bout. The bouts will
start after the Easter holidays.
The men will receive intl·amural
medals if they win but will not
1·eceive any intramural points. Entry blanks are on the intramural
bulletin boa1·d in the gym,

Int1·amural volleyball started
last Monday in the gym. The play
is under the direg,j;ion of John .
-Dolzadelli, intramural director.
The volleyball is divided into two
leagues, frate~nity anq non-fra.
terni ty and eac11 t(lam Will play all
the teams in their league. The results of Monday and Tuesday play
were as follows:
Faculty (B) de:feated NROTC1-15, 15-5, 15-10
Roches defeated Strombolis15-6, 15-6
Jerboans defeated Civil Engrs.
- 15-7, 15-13
Chern. Engrs. defeated Baptist
Student Union- 15-13, 16-14
Rockets defeated Air ROTC15-7, 15-11
Sigma Chi defeated Lambda Chi
- 11-0, 15-3
Phi Delts defeated AEPi- 15-8,
15-6
Kappa Sigs defeated Sig Alps15-11, 15-4
Kappa Alpha defeated Phi Taus
15-8, 15-6
Strombolis defeated NROTC15-10, 15-7
Je1·boans defeated Faculty (B)
- 15-7, 4-15, 15-13
Roches· defeated Chern. Engrs.
- 15-10, 15-10
PiKA defeated Delta Sigs15-1, 15-3
Faculty (A) defeated AEPi15-3, 15-9
Kappa Sigs defeated Lambda
Chi- 15-1, 15-6

TOURIST-THIRD CLASS

-summer
.adventure
•
cru1se
•
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ABOARD THE NEW, MAGNIFICENT

SAILING FROM SAN FRANCISCO JULY 14
RETURNING AUGUST 25

special ec:onomy fares from $62600 (PLus rAx>

·. ·

SUMMER ADVENTURE CRUISE HIGH LIGHTS:
• Tourist-Third Clol$ accommodations aboard the
S, S. President Wilson, America's finest post-war luxury liner.

PHILIP MORRIS! '

Term Enrollment Is
4501 Civilians Edge
Veteran Students
i

Figures released by the University office of admissions and
rec01·ds show that at the end of
the 21-day period after close of
registration a total of 4501 students are enrolled.
Of these, Mr. J. C. MacGregor,
admissions director, said that 3029
arc men and 1072 women. Veterans, accounting for 46.1 pe1: cent
of the total, number 2075 and with
242G civilians c11l'olled. In the
sh'ictly civilian category, there
are 1329 men and 1097 women,
MacGregor said.
Every state in the union is represented with 188 from Illinois,
185 from New York, 148 Californ;_ans, and 116 Texans topping the
list.
Among tl1e foreign nations and
territories sending students are
Alaska six, Brazil two, Canada
one, China one, Cuba one, Austria
one, Hawaii three, Turkey two,
India one, l\Iexico four, Norway
one, Sw<!den one, Peru two, Philippines one, and Canal Zone one,
for a total of 28.
Registration by counties runs:
Bernalillo 235(), Catron eight,
Chavez 53, Colfax 56, Curry 39,
DeBaca five, Dona Ana 17, Eddy
65, Grant 31, Guadalupe eight.
HardinP.; three, Hid llgo seven,
Lea 42, Lincoln 10, Los Alamos
22, Luna 10, McKinley 51, Mom
tln·ee, Otero 10, Quay 21, Rio Arliba 12, Roo~cvelt seven, Sandoval 25, San Juan 34, San Miguel

Santa Fe 79, Sierra six, Socor1'0 21, Taos 20, Torrance 22,
Union 18 and Valencia 53.
By colleges. Arts and Sciences
leads with 1079 followed by Engineering 720, Education 699, Business Administration 582, Graduate School 567, General College
310, Fine Arts 296, Pharmacy 136
and Law 112.

Radcliff College, Cambridge,
Mass., is providing a ten month
basic management training program for young women who seek
work at the administrative level,
including positions in personnel
departments.
The program includes seven
months class instruction by members from the Faculty of the
Graduate School of Business Administration at Harvard University, and other colleges. Carefully
selected full time apprentice work
in business, government and other
Ol'ganizations occupies 'about three
months.

All Seniors Must
Sign Today lor
Grad Record Test
Today~is the deadline for registration for the graduate reco1·d
examination, required of all graduating· seniors, Dr. A. A. Wellck,
head of the University's counseling and testing se1·vice, announced
yesterday.
Of the approximately 650 seniors who expect to graduate in
June only 471 had signed up fol'
the test as of 1 p. m. yesterday.
Those who have not registered
with counseling and testing should
do so at once, Dr. Wellck said,
since they cannot expect to receive their degrees if they have
not taken the examination.
The tests will be given on April
11, 12, and 13 in- two four hour
sessions and one two hour session.
The purpose of the tests was descl'ibed as "to measure gene1•al
educational d eve 1 o p m e n t and
achievement." Evet'Y senior is
obliged to take eight tests on a
va1•icty of general topics: vocabulary, general mathematics, biological sciences, arts, social studies, literature, physical sciences,
and effectiveness of expression.
Seniors are also required to
select an advanced test related to
their majot• study. Ten hours is
taken by all of the tests with one
and th1•ee foUl·ths 110urs alloted
foi' completion of the advanced
tests.

Model Legislature
Convenes April 20
Registration is now open for
students who wish to participate
in the model legislature. They
may l'egister in the office of the
secretary of the government department in the Inter-American
Affairs building.
The legislature will convene
Thursday, April 20, and will be in
session until Saturday, April 22.
National and state issues will be
discussed and recommendations
made during the meetings. A unicameral, or one house, system will
be emplo:o,red for legislation. Gov.
1\1abry has been invited to open
proceedings.
.
Jack Bolander and George Bnffet, publicity co-chairmen, urged
all students interested in politics
and government to attend the
meetings. They stressed that the
session will feature debates and
actual legislation.

l<VER to Air Cage Finals
Radio Station KVER will
broadcast the' state high school
championship basketball game
Saturday night, Connie Alexander, KVER Sports Director, said
yesterday. Air time for the title
tilt is 9 p. m.

• Superlative cuisine served by world·famed chefs,
,.

• ~custom-tailored" shore excursions (at slight
extra cost).
• Economy fare• that ma~ this cruise the travel buy
of a lifetime;

AMERICAN PRESIDENT LINES
~ a,.dktd lUwd
3.11 California Strllit, Son Francisco 4, California

I
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Frosh-Soph Brawl
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Above are the men who will lead the Lobos into the wars
of the gridiron next year. Left to right: Head Coach Dudley
DeGroot. and assistants Reaves H. Baysinger and Bob
TitcMnal.

Wanted

Students May Buy
Five Day Ducats
Under New System

•••

Plans Initiated,·
Says Bob Langford
Tentative plans for the freshman-sophomore brawl were made
at a meeting of the freshman ·
tcommi ttee yesterday afternoon,
Robert
Langford,
committee
chairman, announced,
Class officers' and Langford
discussed a possible date for the
festivities and the program to be
presented. The program will include such athletic events as tuga-war, sack races, and relays.
Points will be awarded individual
winners and the class with the
greatest number will be given a
t~·ophy. The losing class president
will be subject to a penalty which
will be worked off Fiesta morn,
ing.
The day's activity will be climaxed with a picnic lunch, provided by the feminine members of
the 1·espective classes.
Festivities will be held at Zimmerman field it was announced.

A Tooth for a Toot
Is Engineer's Plan
Anybody can pass University
courses if he studies a little on his
own time. That is the opinion of
an ex-railroad engineer who says
he was 10 years late in getting to
college.
Robert Greine1·, on leave ft·om
his job with the Santa Fe Railway, will complete his two-year
pre-dentistry courses this spri11g.
"When I enrolled here, 11 Greiner
said, "it had been 1(1 years sincP
I got out of high school, and I had
to attend math classes at Albuquerque High for review." Though
he is having a little difficulty with
physics, he managed to make the
honor roll the last two setnesters.
Greiner plans to continue here
through summer school and next
year, then go back to tooting and
throttling on a locomotive until
1\e gets into dental school.

Minnesota
Dean to Make
I
Two Albuquerque Talks
Dr. T. R. lVIcConnell, dean of
the College of Science, Literature
and the Arts at the University of
Minnesota, will make two addresses in Albuquerque Monday
and Tuesday, Dr. Hubert Alexander UNM philosophy head, has
amiounced.
l-Ie will speak b~fore the University of New Mexico faculty
Monday at' 4 p. 111. and at a dinner
meeting at the Alvarado Hotel at
5:30 p. m. Tuesday, Dr. Alexander
said.
Dr. McConnell, member of the
President's Commission on higher
education and a former president
of the American Educational Re·
search Association, will speak on
a subject related to the place of
the university in the community,
Alexander stated.
Reservations may be obtained
by calling Dr. Alexander for the
dinner address at the Alvarado.
The public is invited.

Damgaard Outlines
Mc:magement Duties

for complete details consult your local travel agent or writ•
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Modified Meal Ticket ·Approved

"
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Albuquerque, New Mexico, Friday, March 10, 1950

• Spedal calenclar of on-board atlivilies, Including
swimming, deck sports, dancing, motion pictures.

"Oh, John, even in the drwk I can tell it's a:

up

Vol. LII

Radcliffe Offers
Training Program

s. s. President Wilson

r

DAILY

11.

AND THE PHILIPPINES

Anytime, anywhere you can detect the "exclusive difference••
the minute you light
your first PH"It.IP MORRIS.
That's because it's the o~Ze cigarette proved
definitely less irritating, definitelY' milder.
than any other leading brand.
Remember: there's NO CIGARETTE
HANGOVER when you smoke

THE NEW MEXICO

Is Now Underway

TO HAWAII, JAPAN, HONG KONG

PHILIP MOiilUSi"

•

Intra Volleyball

Football Fiends for '50 Fall In

Brooks Currey, Associate·

Don McKee, l:dil:ot
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P1·of. John A. Damgaard 1 College of Business Administration
·staff member, outlined for the
Forest Supervisors' meeting in
Albuquerque Wednesday afternoon, the ~esponsibilities ,of Jpanagement m the orgamzat10nal
pattern.
Professor Damgaard stressed
management responsibility in budget cont'ro1, personnel practices,
industrial ntobilization and security.
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"Mr. X"

Mirage Seeks Help
In Locating' Mr. X';
Reward Is Offered
This young man has held up
sixteen pages in THE MIRAGE,
Mrs. Frances Jones, editor, announced yesterday.
·
Except for the identification of
"lVIr. X", the copy for one section
of the yearbook is ready for the
presses. Printing will be delayed
until he is located.
The MIRAGE staff has been
conducting a· campus-wide search
for the unidentified. man for the
past three weeks, Mrs. Jones
stated, but without success. The
staff is now asking the aid of all
students in locating "Mr. X". He
can be identified as follows:
Name: Unknown.
Age: Between 18 and 25?
Height: Unknown.
Weight: Unknown.
Any student bringing information concerning the identity o£
this man will have his name engraved in gold on his 1950 MIRAGE without charge, Mrs. Jones
said.·

AFROTC Names New
Major, Lieutenants
Scott W. Mcintire, Albuquerque, was named yesterday as
cadet major and AFROTC squadron commander for the second
semester. David L. Griffin, Rome,
N.Y., was appointed to the rank
of cadet captain, and executive
officer.
Other newly appointed cadet
officers included: First Lieutenants John E. Chausteur, squadron
adjutant; Edward R. Gutierrez,
flight commander; James W. Caylor, flight commander; and Ross
T. Banes, squadron athletic offi. cer.
These appointments were released yesterday by Maj. H. E.
Moore, professor of air science
and tactics.
In addition to the appointment
of squadron officers, Cadet First
Lieutenant Edward R. GutielTez
was made team captain of th\!
AFROTC rifle team.

A long battle by stndlnt government and THE DAILY LOBO
for a modified system of meal
tickets was appa1·ently won today
as the administration announced
that most students would be able
to purchase five day meal tick:et:>
starting March 12.
An Ol'der from Controller Richard Strahlem contained the news
that University-housed students
have been waiting for.
It read:
"Effective with the meal period
beginning March 12, student purchases of meal tickets in University dining halls will be made as
follows:
1. All freshmen who live in Univ..e.rsity housing must buy seven
day meal tickets unless permission to pu1·chase five-day meal
tickets b granted by th.e personnel
deans.
.
2. Students other than freshmen, who live in University housing, can elect to buy either fiveday or seven-day meal tickets.
3. Students who live in University housing and who buy five-day
meal tickets, can, if thPy choose,
pay cash for meals in the dining
halls on Saturdays and Sundays
at the cash rates puhlished in the
catalog."
The policy announcement went
on to say "it is inevitable that the
provisions will result in some decrease in dining hall 1·evenue. If,
after a reasonable trial period, it
should appear that dining hall
revenues under this option have
fallen below a level permitted by
costs, it will be necessary to revert to the requirement that all
dormitory students buy standard
seven day tickets.''
Personnel Deans Lena C. Clauve
and Howard V. Mathany said that
freshmen would have to apply
with legitimate reason to them. to
take advantage of the five day
option.
Meanwhile, The LOBO learned
that men moving into the new
dormitory can purchase University meal tickets if they choose
until tl1e dormitory dining hall is
completed.
Under provisions, of the five
day ticket, students would be required to eat in the dining hall
Monday through Friday, with Saturday and Sunday optional.
The decision to modify meal
ticket regulations was made after
careful administrative deliberation.
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!.aw School Sets
Admissions Test

All persons wishing to enter
the College of Law at the University are 1·equired to take the law
school admissions test which will
be given here April 29, Dean A.
L. Gausewitz announced yesterday,
Information concerning t hi s
(
test and application forms, can
be obtained from the secretary of
the College of Law, Room· 237,
stadium building. Applications and
fees must be in the office of the
Educational Testing Service, P.
Two books published by the , 0. Box 592, Princeton, N.J., by
University Press have been select- April19.
Another test will l.le given in
ed by Rounce and Coffin, west
August
but students are urged
coast graphic art.l;\.organization,
for their annual westet·n Book to take the earlier one because of
the value. it may have in helping
Exhibit.
The two books selected were: them dec1de whether to enter the
"New Mexico Village AJ'ts," by Law School.
Roland Dickey and "Hopi Kachina
Dolls" by Harold S. Colton.
The Rounce and Coffin organi- Lobo Staff M13ets
zation has been sponsoring annual
The regula!:' Friday Lobo staff
exhibits of the best examples of meeting will be held this afterwestern boolc production since noon at 3 p.m., in the office, it
1938. All books selected will ap- was announced. Staffers are
uettr at University and public li- tll'ged to be prompt, so the necesbraries thtoughout the west for sary business can be finished
an e11tite y~!n'.
·
quickly.
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Two U Press Books
Picked for Exhibit
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